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This symposium contribution is a modified version of a report on parental involvement laws and the judicial bypass following a national meeting of experts. It summarizes themes from the National Judicial Bypass Convening (the Convening) held in April 2018 and organized by the national non-profit organization, If/When/How, with co-sponsors Jane’s Due Process and Advocates for Youth. The Convening brought together over 120 stakeholders—advocates, academics, law students, lawyers, clinicians, and researchers—who work on issues related to young people’s access to abortion, hailing from thirty-seven states and Washington, D.C.

The longstanding and well-documented dilemmas facing pregnant youth speak to the continuing need to question the efficacy of parental involvement laws and the fairness of the judicial bypass. This Convening Report engages in such questioning and highlights new priorities of the legal and clinical professionals working under parental involvement laws, such as partnering with young people and creating an inclusive movement for reproductive justice.

†. Associate Dean for Research and Professor of Law, Temple University Beasley School of Law. This Convening Report would not be possible without the invaluable assistance of Caroline Reilly. Many thanks also to Jessica Goldberg, Manager of Attorney & Pro Bono Programs, Mariko Miki, Deputy Director of If/When/How, and the editors of Law & Inequality, particularly Alicia Granse.

1. By publishing a modified version of the Convening Report in a scholarly journal, the organizers of the Convening seek to reach an academic audience and draw attention to the work of non-profit organizations, such as If/When/How, which endeavor to make the judicial bypass—so long as it exists—a more straightforward and just process. The author has tried to capture the perspectives of Convening participants, rather than express her own views.

2. For information on these organizations, see their websites at https://www.ifwhendow.org/, https://janesdueprocess.org/, and http://www.advocatesforyouth.org/.
I. Snapshot of the Legal Landscape

Thirty-seven states have parental consent or notice laws. These are state statutes that require pregnant people under the age of eighteen (in almost every state) to either obtain the consent of a parent or to notify a parent of their decision to have an abortion. Some states have more onerous requirements: five states require notice and consent and five states require the involvement of both parents. If the young person does not want to involve a parent in an abortion decision, states have an alternative process available, which is commonly known as the judicial bypass. In most places, a court order allows the petitioner to proceed with a termination without parental involvement. State statutes require judges to grant the bypass petition if minors prove that they are either mature and well-informed or that a judicial bypass is in their best interests.

Much more could be said about the content of parental involvement laws and the provisions that govern the judicial

---


4. This Report uses a variety of terms—young persons, youth, petitioners, and minors—to describe the population of people seeking a judicial bypass and subject to parental involvement laws. It resists terms such as kids, teens, or teenagers, because, as highlighted in one of the Convening’s sessions, that terminology has overtones of paternalism. Although “minors” can be somewhat legalistic, this Report uses the word because state laws and processes refer to young people as minors and because it captures the group of people to which parental involvement laws apply.

5. Guttmacher Inst., Parental Involvement, supra note 3.

6. In Bellotti v. Baird, 443 U.S. 622, 650 (1979), the U.S. Supreme Court upheld a Massachusetts parental involvement law because the statute included an option for minors to bypass parental consent. The Court held that laws must provide an alternative to parental involvement and decision-makers, such as judges, must consider the maturity of the minor making an abortion decision or whether judicial consent is in the best interests of the minor.

7. See, e.g., Mass. Gen. Laws ch. 112, § 12S (“A judge of the superior court department of the trial court who conducts proceedings under this section shall make in writing specific factual findings and legal conclusions supporting his decision and shall order a record of the evidence to be maintained including his own findings and conclusions.”); Miss. Code § 41-41-55 (“A court that conducts proceedings under this section shall issue written and specific factual findings and legal conclusions supporting its decision and shall order that a confidential record of the evidence be maintained.”).

bypass. But the purpose of the Convening was not to map the legal landscape. Rather, the Convening brought together stakeholders with deep expertise and shared wisdom on how the judicial bypass, and notice and consent laws, function in practice. What “in practice” means depends on one’s role: professionals working directly with youth; disseminating legal information; crafting legislative strategies; and building networks among clinicians, lawyers, and advocates. These topics and others were the subject of the Convening’s sessions—thirteen different panels addressing issues ranging from research ethics to working with communities of faith, plenary panels on youth advocacy, and networking sessions organized by region. The closing session, discussed below, focused on the abortion rights of undocumented immigrant youth in federally-funded shelters.

II. What Stakeholders Need to Know About the Judicial Bypass

Participants of the Convening spoke confidentially, and, indeed, some of what was said during the two-day meeting was discussed on the condition that it would not be shared. At the same time, participants recognized the vital need to convey information across locations and with each other. With that aim in mind, this Report brings together the ideas that underpinned the various conversations at the Convening. It does not identify speakers or their organizations and it does not refer to specific laws or policies that could identify a participant or their comments. Instead, it


10. Audio recordings of the Convening sessions are on file with the author. Statements from speakers quoted in the Report are part of the Convening’s audio
gathers the strategies and insights of stakeholders attempting to make the judicial bypass a more just process for young people. The themes described in this Report include:

- the importance of listening to and empowering young people;
- the nuanced nature of parental involvement in abortion decisions;
- the logistical barriers, such as cost, that deter minors from gaining access to abortion services;
- the importance of forming and sustaining networks among stakeholders;
- the dearth of data on how the judicial bypass operates from state to state; and
- the need for better outreach to young people across diverse communities.

This Report is by no means an exhaustive account of the judicial bypass or of the obstacles that stand in the way of pregnant young people seeking abortions. It is an attempt to capture the conversations of experts about the networks that bring together clinicians, lawyers, and advocates across jurisdictions. The sections that follow detail the themes that surfaced in the Convening’s sessions.

A. **Empowering and Listening to Youth**

A central theme of several sessions was the need to involve young people in political organizing and to respect their capabilities throughout the judicial bypass process. Participants expressed concern that the negative aspects of the bypass can lead to stereotyping young people as victims. Several participants working with youth, or who were themselves youth advocates, described how powerful their message became when they reframed their approach from one focused on victimization to one focused on rights to bodily autonomy.

Stakeholders need to recognize that young people are in the best position to assess and communicate their needs.11 When young

---

11. See, e.g., COMMITTEE ON ADOLESCENCE, THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS, THE ADOLESCENT’S RIGHT TO CONFIDENTIAL CARE WHEN CONSIDERING ABORTION 3 (2017), http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/pediatrics/early/2017/01/19/peds.2016-3861.full.pdf [hereinafter COMMITTEE ON ADOLESCENCE] (“Existing research shows that most minors 14 to 17 years of age are as competent as adults to provide consent to abortion, are able to understand the risks and benefits...
people talk about their experiences, they shed light on competing priorities, mixed messages, and doubts about having a child or an abortion. One participant who was granted a bypass reported that the greatest source of pressure was from her friends, some of whom were raising their own children.

Speakers explored how young people can take charge of the messaging around their abortion experiences. Some of the most effective strategies described young people taking center stage in legislative or advocacy efforts and young people reaching out to their peers. As one participant put it, “Minors should not be just clients; they should be potential advocates.” One organization has a peer education network in which young people lead discussions about sex education. In addition to peer education, involving youth in advocacy projects can take a number of forms. Some participating organizations collect stories from young people, include youth on their organizations’ boards and in developing communication strategies, or create an institutional presence through youth councils. Social work skills can aid in communicating with young people in ways that are empowering.

Outreach measures directed at young persons in reproductive justice campaigns were also a rich subject of discussion. A number of participants commented on the importance of social media in building connections to youth and in communities. Many organizations work on multi-year advocacy plans and it can be difficult to keep people engaged; social media is one means to respond to change and to connect supporters to a cause.


Participants offered a word of caution, however. Some strategies to involve youth can treat young people as tokens—adding youth to boards or including them in meetings, but not incorporating their ideas or providing them with opportunities for advancement. Young people’s ideas need to be reflected in the core of advocates’ missions and strategies. In this vein, speakers encouraged stakeholders to provide youth with meaningful mentorship opportunities. Young people often juggle school, work, and family responsibilities, and stakeholders should offer the support and resources needed to succeed, such as career advice and leadership skills. As one youth participant stated, “Find someone to mentor you and then be someone who mentors.”

B. The Complicated Nature of Parental Involvement

Several sessions reflected on the complexities of working under parental involvement laws. Consent and notice statutes are popular because they tap into understandable concerns about protecting young people. Indeed, many young people seek out and obtain parental notice or consent for abortion. Parental involvement laws begin from the uncontroversial premise that parents want the best for their children, and based on that premise, the legal system protects parental rights. As one speaker stated, opponents to the judicial bypass will note that minors need permission to go on field trips or to take aspirin at school, but they can circumvent parental permission for abortion.

14. Id.


16. Bellotti, 443 U.S. at 637 (“[A]n additional and more important justification for state deference to parental control over children is that [the] child is not the mere creature of the State; those who nurture him and direct his destiny have the right, coupled with the high duty, to recognize and prepare him for additional obligations.”) (citing Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510, 535 (1925)); Ohio v. Akron Ctr. for Reproductive Health, 497 U.S. 502, 520 (1990) (“It is both rational and fair for the State to conclude that, in most instances, the family will strive to give a lonely or even terrified minor advice that is both compassionate and mature . . . . It would deny all dignity to the family to say that the State cannot take this reasonable step in regulating its health professions to ensure that, in most cases, a young woman will receive guidance and understanding from a parent.”). See also Richard F. Storrow & Sandra Martinez, “Special Weight” for Best-Interests Minors in the New Era of Parental Autonomy, 2003 Wis. L. Rev. 789, 805 (2003).
Constitutional and statutory protections for the decisions parents make for their children provide justifications for parental involvement laws.\footnote{17}{Rebouché, supra note 9, at 203–07.}

Participants emphasized the need for critical thinking about parental involvement. Those working with the judicial bypass can acknowledge that most parents are invested in their children’s well-being and, at the same time, can promote the rights of young people to make their own reproductive decisions.

A problem with the rationale for parental involvement, recognized by participants and in writings about parental involvement statutes, is that notice and consent laws may not actually protect young people.\footnote{18}{See Mandatory Parental Involvement Laws Threaten Young Women’s Safety, NARAL PRO-CHOICE AM., https://www.prochoiceamerica.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Mandatory-Parental-Involvement-Laws-Threaten-Young-Womens-Safety.pdf (last visited Oct. 21, 2018); see also Sanger, Decisional Dignity, supra note 9, at 437–51 (discussing the effects of delay, public exposure, humiliation, and feelings of exclusion that accompany the judicial bypass procedure).}

The reasons for this are manifold and surfaced repeatedly at the Convening. First, some organizations and legislators who express the strongest support for consent/notice laws care primarily about undermining abortion rights rather than encouraging policies that strengthen child-parent relationships in all families.\footnote{19}{A speaker lamented that when Focus on the Family writes in favor of parental autonomy, such as in their Parents’ Bill of Rights, they are not writing with the rights of LGBTQ parents (or youth) in mind. See Parents’ Bill of Rights—for Public Schools, TRUE TOLERANCE: A PROJECT OF FOCUS ON THE FAM., https://www.truetolerance.org/2012/parents-bill-of-rights-for-public-schools/ (last visited Oct. 21, 2018) (“Parents should [] have the right to receive written notice and have the option to opt their child out of controversial instruction on topics such as sex education, sexual orientation and homosexuality-related instruction.”).}

Second, parental involvement laws can fail young people who are not in contact with their parents.\footnote{20}{See Rebouché, supra note 9, at 194 (“One of the most striking examples of the gap between law and practice is the predicament of minors whose parents are missing or unavailable. As noted, most laws do not anticipate this situation.”).}

Some young people reside with adults that do not have legal custody of them, and some young people are not in contact with their parents for any number of reasons.\footnote{21}{See Caroline Reilly, For Foster Teens Seeking Abortion, Going to Court May Be the Only Option, REWIRE NEWS (June 19, 2017), https://rewire.news/article/2017/06/19/foster-teens-seeking-abortion-going-court-may-option/.}

Even if there are supportive adults in a young person’s life, those adults are not legally capable of authorizing an abortion under state law.\footnote{22}{But see Wis. STAT. § 48.375(4)(1) (2018) (providing that an adult family...
Third, neglect or abuse upends the expectation that parents act in their children’s best interests.\textsuperscript{23} Although there is a danger of overgeneralization, participants in various sessions recounted the violence or rejection their clients and patients had experienced at the hands of parents. One participant asked the audience to consider what their reaction should be when a parent’s discovery of a pregnancy puts a young person at risk. Clinic-based counselors spoke of developing safety plans for young people in the already-onerous bypass process detailed below.

In several sessions, lawyers and clinicians noted that protecting a client’s confidentiality while reporting child abuse under state laws presents tough questions. According to several speakers, there is persistent confusion about what mandatory reporting laws require. What constitutes reportable abuse, by law, varies and people working with youth need to be able to understand and to explain their responsibilities as mandatory reporters. For example, a participant who staffs a bypass hotline informs callers of what information she cannot keep confidential. Speakers reminded audiences that professionals at every access point of the process need to know the ethics and the rules that govern mandatory reporters.

Stakeholders emphasized, however, the difference between protecting young persons that are experiencing abuse and casting all bypass petitioners as victims. Generally, participants felt that arguments against parental involvement overemphasize vulnerability: labeling all young people as potentially abused ignores the reality of their lives and undermines their agency. Most, though not all, minors that petition a court for a judicial bypass are older—seventeen or sixteen—and have made a host of important decisions on their own.\textsuperscript{24} A number of speakers commented on how often messaging around parental involvement ignores the significant number of young people seeking judicial bypasses who

\textsuperscript{23} See ACLU, supra note 15; Henshaw & Kost, supra note 15, at 207 (concluding that, among the reasons minors refrain from including a parent in their abortion decision, is an experience of abuse or some form of violence in the home; indicating that minors accurately predict how their parents will react to their disclosure); Manian, supra note 9, at 149.

\textsuperscript{24} Note that minors sixteen or older do not need to notify a parent in Delaware, and seventeen-year-olds are exempt from the consent law in South Carolina. See Del. Code tit. 24, §§ 1782(6), 1783 (1997); S.C. Code §§ 44-41-10(m), 44-41-31 (2002).
are already parents. One participant, for instance, estimated that twenty-five percent of petitioners already have children. Moreover, participants lamented that they seldom hear positive messages about young parents. Participants called on advocates to advance young people’s rights to abortion as well as their rights to be parents. Examples of policies that support young parents included parental and sick leave for school-age parents, lactation accommodation rooms in high schools, and enforcement of Title IX’s non-discrimination provisions.

More than once, participants identified the root problem as a deep discomfort with youth pregnancy and sexuality. Stakeholders commented that encouraging acceptance of young people’s sexual expression, as well as their right to abortion, can be difficult given opposition, in some quarters, to reproductive health services for adolescents. A stakeholder reminded listeners of the dangers of paternalism—thinking of all fifteen-year old minors as ‘your’ fifteen-year old. Another speaker warned that asserting young people’s rights to sexual expression can put one’s organization at odds with otherwise like-minded groups.

For those receptive to nuanced messages about parental involvement, one panel’s conversation revolved around ways to support parents and also empower youth. Communication needs to reflect multiple and cross-cutting identities, including LGBTQ youth and youth of color. Participants offered examples of concrete

---

26. See Henshaw & Kost, supra note 15, at 202–06 (breaking down the incidence of parental support for a young person’s abortion and variables that effect that outcome, such as age of the minor as well as religious affiliation or gender of the parent, and concluding that the vast majority of parents are more likely to discuss abortion than carrying a pregnancy to term).

26. For a summary of reproductive justice writings on the right to be a parent, see Zakiya Luna & Kristin Luker, Reproductive Justice, 9 ANN. REV. L. SOC. SCI. 327, 344 (2013).


28. See Rebouche, supra note 9, at 205–06; see also Bill McCarthy & Eric Grodsky, Sex and School: Adolescent Sexual Intercourse and Education, 58 SOC. PROBLEMS 213 (2011) (showing that sexually active minors in romantic relationships do not necessarily exhibit greater social or behavioral problems than those minors who are abstinent).

tools for parents: reaching out to parents with listening tips or to facilitate conversations about pregnancy with a counselor from a clinic, having social or community events where parental involvement is discussed, and encouraging advocates to talk to parents as parents.

Finally, participants in another session focused on the role and importance of religion in conversations about parental involvement. Speakers from communities of faith brainstormed how to address complicated conversations about religion. These participants included people from Muslim, Jewish, Catholic, and evangelical Christian backgrounds. Their message was that people can hold religious beliefs and still see problems with parental involvement laws. They commented, too, that anti-abortion beliefs are seldom accompanied with measures to address child poverty. Others mentioned that when religious leaders speak, they do not necessarily speak for millions of adherents to that religion. Yet speakers conveyed a message of optimism: they believed communication across faiths was possible through “radical empathy”—what one speaker defined as a person of faith’s commitment to changing the world through empathy.

C. The Impediments of Cost, Travel, Time, and Lack of Information

The cost and time of seeking an abortion and petitioning for a bypass affect every young person in the process. A lack of financial independence makes raising the money needed for a termination incredibly daunting. Without the financial help of parents, most minors will have limited access to the money that abortions can

31. For example, panelists noted that abortion is not counter to the religious doctrines in Judaic or Islamic teachings. See DANIEL SCHIFF, ABBORTION IN JUDAISM 201 (2002) (discussing the history of abortion in Judaism, and noting that abortions are permitted when the fetus puts the health of the mother at risk); see also Gilla K. Shapiro, Abortion Law in Muslim-Majority Countries: An Overview of the Islamic Discourse with Policy Implications, 29 HEALTH POLY & PLAN. 483, 485 (2013) (noting that the Quran does not include an express prohibition on abortion and that regulation of abortion varies).
32. See DENNIS ET AL., supra note 9, at 19; Lauren J. Ralph et al., The Impact of a Parental Notification Requirement on Illinois Minors’ Access to and Decision-Making Around Abortion, 62 J. ADOLESCENT HEALTH 281 (2018) (analyzing the impact of parental consent laws on the frequency, timing, and out-of-state travel of minors seeking abortion); see also Rebouché, supra note 9, at 191–92.
cost, sometimes as high as $950. The time that it takes to secure funding can delay a termination by weeks, in turn increasing the cost. One youth advocate, speaking on a panel, noted that her abortion was delayed by six weeks because she could not work enough hours or borrow enough money to cover the costs of the procedure; in fact, the delay meant that she could not obtain a medical abortion. Because cost is a hurdle for so many women across ages and locations, financial support for abortion and other services is vital.

Related to cost, both the judicial bypass process and the termination procedure require mobility and flexibility that many minors do not have. Stakeholders reminded audiences of the restrictions on young people’s movement and how challenging maintaining confidentiality can be as one navigates school, work, childcare, and home demands. When still enrolled in school, for example, youth may miss class for clinic and court appointments or may have to drop out of extracurricular activities. Speakers identified instances in which personnel notified parents of absences, despite those absences being excused. They also described memorandums developed for school officials on the bypass. As offered in one anecdote, a judge issued a memorandum that advised school officials on confidentiality. However, fear of liability or anti-abortion animus often can mean that no one follows such advice.

Another significant problem is the ability to gain access to transportation. Young people may not have vehicles, be too young to drive, or have little money for other forms of transportation. Consistently, clinic staff and advocates described the ways in which they facilitate minors getting to courts and clinics—helping with payment for a taxi or Lyft, for example. One participant noted that many minors’ transportation needs are met by volunteers. Some of the best volunteers, according to the speaker, are college students who can pick up patients at various times and in different parts of the state.

36. DENNIS ET AL., supra note 9, at 19.
Some minors cannot stay in their hometowns or in their states to attend hearings or to have procedures. In the northeast part of the country, for instance, where there is a higher concentration of states without parental involvement laws, young people will travel to avoid notice or consent statutes. That travel can be difficult and expensive. Participants also recounted travel to neighboring counties within a state because the closest court will not hear petitions or has proven hostile to petitioners.

When clinics close, or a state passes abortion restrictions, it slows down the process of seeking services and makes problems of cost and transportation that much more difficult to solve. Consider, for instance, a regulation that requires the same doctor who performs a patient’s ultrasound during her first office visit (before a mandatory waiting period starts) to perform her abortion. A participant noted that such a law means that the patient must plan two trips around the physician’s schedule; physicians in the speaker’s example only worked two days a week. Compounding logistical problems is a nationwide shortage of abortion providers, and an acute scarcity in many rural areas.

Participants noted the numerous other logistical issues that pregnant youth face. If traveling out of state or county, is there overnight lodging available? How will they explain their absences to their parents? If the minor is a parent, who will take over childcare during clinic and court appointments? If the minor is working, can they take time off work? In many states, and particularly those with sizable immigrant populations, there are substantial language barriers. One clinic staff member noted that

37. See Virginia G. Cartoof & Lorraine V. Klerman, Parental Consent for Abortion: Impact of the Massachusetts Law, 76 AM. J. PUB. HEALTH 397 (1986) (indicating that out-of-state travel increased after the passage of Massachusetts’s parental involvement law); see Kelly, supra note 35, at 27.

38. This was the crux of challengers’ argument against the Texas restrictions in Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt, 136 S. Ct. 2292 (2016). See Kelly, supra note 35, at 29 (“At the time the [Texas] law passed, forty-one abortion clinics operated in Texas; enforcing the new requirements would have led to the closure of approximately three-quarters of those clinics, forcing women to travel even further to access services.”).


Stakeholders gave advice to professionals who assist young people in overcoming the barriers to a judicial bypass that this section describes. First, panelists with degrees in social work reminded listeners to have empathy for minors who show up late or are frustrated by the process, particularly for young people managing multiple responsibilities. They cautioned lawyers and clinical staff to have patience when minors are difficult to work with (or give wrong information) and asked the audience to consider how various behaviors might be coping strategies for past trauma, the result of previous punishment for telling the truth, or a lack of positive role models. As this section makes clear, minors face many obstacles in navigating parental involvement laws, and the system is not designed to help them.

Second, there are a number of interventions that can ease the burden of the judicial bypass process, some of which are described in more detail below. Participants emphasized how crucial it is for a minor to have a consistently-available point of contact who is knowledgeable about the bypass and can coordinate assistance with child care, transportation, and access to funds. Case managers or hotline staff can help explain the process, secure practical resources, and put young people in touch with clinics, lawyers, and other advocates. Volunteers—law students, for example—can walk minors through the judicial bypass process and help them fill out court and clinic forms. Managing information and resources for young people is fundamentally important: without information coordination, pregnant youth can wait too long to obtain a legal abortion in their state or can give up out of frustration.

D. The Work of Place-Based Networks

Stakeholders recounted their dependence on each other to understand how the judicial bypass works and to help young people. Indeed, in many places, relationships developed among stakeholders and with schools, public health departments, youth centers, and advocacy groups make petitioning for a bypass less burdensome.41

41. Rebouché, supra note 9, at 214 (“The bypass functions reasonably well in jurisdictions where agreements between judges, state officials, clinics, and lawyers inform the delivery of services. For example, a lawyer can broker friendships in the local court, which make filing and judge selection easier, or a clinic might work consistently with court clerks and social services so that trust is established.”).
Often at the core of a network is a clinic, and the strong message from several speakers was to build relationships with abortion providers and clinical staff. Almost all referrals to attorneys and advocates come from clinic staff, who are the first points of contact. This underscores the need for clinic staff members to know what resources are available to young people seeking a bypass. Moreover, many clinics can ease the burdens described in the previous section: they can help facilitate transportation, schedule appointments at flexible hours, provide easy-to-comprehend information about the bypass, and connect patients to lawyers.

Outside of clinics, stakeholders have developed materials on best practices for school social workers or nurses and state agencies that work with pregnant young people. However, participants report that, in some states, school or health officials are resistant to helping pregnant youth. Advocates recounted being excluded from conferences for school nurses and counselors or being rebuffed by state officials who manage foster care programs. Resistance to assisting minors with bypass petitions sometimes reflects opposition to abortion, but it also can be the product of office policy or culture. School and state personnel may fear losing their jobs or violating their institution’s or profession’s code of ethics.

Coordination among the different stakeholders is important and it takes time to “work a network,” as one speaker put it. To establish and maintain networks, participants suggested that advocates operate a hotline or host an informational website; pool funding to assist with costs; ease the logistical burdens of transportation; and establish relationships with courts, clinics, and advocates. In several places, the system depends on just one or two stakeholders who work with clinical and legal professionals, provide trainings, invest time to create user-friendly forms for court, or develop case management systems. Many bypass processes are heavily dependent on volunteers, who run hotlines and help young persons.

Continuity is a challenge when resources and outreach is managed by interns and volunteers who transition out of their positions. When coordinators move or are no longer available, the network can fall apart. Thus, capacity building was cited as a consistent need. A promising direction is a directory being developed by If/When/How, which could serve as a clearinghouse for information about the judicial bypass and connect stakeholders across states.
How do pregnant persons tap into the resources of a network? According to participants, most youth find information about the judicial bypass through Google, which is what leads many to call a clinic and learn of parental involvement requirements. Stakeholders described outreach measures using call-in numbers, websites, texting, and social media. There appeared to be consensus on the importance of a hotline that can field calls at various times. Additionally, advocates have created websites that allow minors to download the information they need. Participants also suggested creating on-line intake forms and using inexpensive databases that can track and sort information securely. In addition to hotlines and websites, speakers noted that texting is often the best way to contact young people; lawyers specifically commented on the frequency with which they text their clients. Social media sites are increasingly important outreach measures, and stakeholders have made use of applications such as Instagram, Slack, Twitter, and Snapchat (or blogs with relevant content like Bedsider—a website with information about contraceptives for youth).

Despite efforts to connect youth to established networks, information about the judicial bypass often is passed by word of mouth. In short, the judicial bypass process, in many places, depends entirely on relationships. As noted by one speaker, there is a constant need to collect information on who is willing to help minors and what their knowledge base is. In building key relationships, participants emphasized getting to know the lawyers, judges, and clerks in one’s jurisdiction, in addition to clinic staff members and abortion providers. Take the appeals process in many states, for instance. Success at the appellate level can depend on the relationship between the bench and the bar. An attorney reported that losing an appeal often has more to do with the reputation of the attorney as well as the composition of the court than the facts of the case.

Relatedly, speakers underscored the importance of training sessions and materials on the judicial bypass. Jane’s Due Process—a nonprofit legal organization representing pregnant minors—


43. When they are part of hearings, guardians ad litem also can be sources of assistance. But see Elizabeth Susan Graybill, Assisting Minors Seeking Abortions in Judicial Bypass Proceedings: A Guardian ad Litem Is No Substitute for an Attorney, 55 VAND. L. REV. 581, 585–86 (2002) (“[A] guardian ad litem is not bound by the client’s expressed wishes and is able to advocate for a result that he or she believes to be in the minor’s best interests.”).
provides training that many organizations have used as a model. Some stakeholders spoke of success in hosting trainings for a court; often judges can open the door to conversations and trainings with other judges. One participant suggested circulating bench memorandums detailing procedural rules, what the law requires, the process for recusal, and examples of evidence to demonstrate maturity or best interests. Another speaker drafted forms for court use and wrote rules for hearings and appeals. Some participants viewed their role as helping educate legal professionals about current case law, relevant social science, and the realities of abortion care. And there are sources of assistance that stakeholders do not always consider, such as staff at Title X clinics, youth centers, and public health departments.

There was concern among speakers, however, that the more visible networks are the more anti-abortion attention they receive. A participant noted that anti-abortion advocates already infiltrate hotlines, protest tabling at community events, and engage in other disruptive tactics. Networks that directly help minors may have to “work under the radar,” while other organizations can be out in front of the movement. One speaker remarked, “Find your allies that can step into a public space.”

E. Stigma and the Bypass Hearing

Participants commonly observed a lack of empathy for petitioners at varying points of the bypass process, particularly at the hands of some judges. Although judges can be sympathetic or make young people feel at ease, many minors have had horrible experiences in front of courts. Stakeholders recounted hearings at which minors felt ashamed, that they had made a mistake, or were accused of lying. One lawyer witnessed a judge accuse a petitioner of fabricating sexual assault.

In other examples, judges expressed hostility in the questions they asked to establish the minor’s maturity or best interests—the grounds for granting a petition under state statutes.44

---

44. See Molly Redden, This Is How Judges Humiliate Pregnant Teens Who Want Abortions, MOTHER JONES (Sept./Oct. 2014), https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2014/10/teen-abortion-judicial-bypass-parental-notification/; see also Jamin B. Raskin, The Paradox of Judicial Bypass Proceedings, 10 AM. U. J. GENDER SOC. POLY & L. 281, 284 (2002) (“[Q]uestion[a] of [the petitioner’s] relationship to the father of the potential child, whether she has a boyfriend, how she gets along with her parents, what her social life is like, what her favorite classes are, whether she has ever used drugs or alcohol, and so on simply have nothing to do with the only legitimate inquiry, which is: what are the relative medical risks attendant to both
questions were inappropriate and pried into the young person’s personal life. A speaker recounted one judge who questioned a minor about what types of contraceptives she had used and if she was “dating around.” Other judges required the recital of anti-abortion tropes (such as contested risks associated with abortion) or expected expressions of regret. A participant noted that a judge in her jurisdiction did not believe any minor was well informed unless that minor repeated to the court that abortion “kills the unborn child inside of her.” Another participant remembered a client who had several hallmarks of maturity—she was seventeen, employed, and had good grades—but her petition was denied because of her accent and because she could not list numerous risks of abortion in detail.

When judges ask questions about the risks of abortion, speakers believe they are expressing skepticism of clinics’ options counseling and a general fear that minors have been coerced. Participants explained why such fears are misguided. Clinic staff follow guides and handbooks on counseling options that explain avenues other than abortion. As noted above, a number of participants described working with minors at an early stage in the process to understand why they did not want to involve their parents and to offer assistance in facilitating communication with a parent. Despite these well documented efforts to give minors the information they need to make informed decisions, suspicion frequently characterizes judicial bypass hearings.

Moreover, other factors beyond judicial attitudes on abortion affect bypass hearings. Attorneys commented, in the context of taking appeals, that they assume no one in the process has any idea how the bypass works. Staff turnover often changes friendly counties to not-as-welcoming places. And the politics of the state can make participating in hearings costly for legal actors. Judges who grant petitions in elected states can face backlash from voters and can be targets of opposition campaigns by anti-abortion organizations. In some jurisdictions, and to avoid political controversy, participants noted that some judges do not rule on petitions because petitions are deemed granted after so many days. According to a panelist, judges endeavor “to dodge the issue as far as they can.”

45. See Sanger, Regulating Teenage Abortion, supra note 9, at 309–10.
Other times there are scheduling difficulties: in many places, only one or two judges will hear bypass cases. Venue provisions then become very important. Speakers recounted that some minors need to seek bypasses in counties in which they do not reside if their state law permits them to do so.\textsuperscript{46}

In addition to the treatment by judges, clinicians and attorneys can sometimes exacerbate the difficulties of the process because of how their policies operate or how they approach their patients/clients. For the former, office rules applied by a clinic but not prescribed by law can present obstacles for a minor, such as requiring proof of parentage (a birth certificate) or that consent be notarized.

Participants urged those working with pregnant youth to stay attuned to their demeanor and to consistently treat young people with respect. Although some organizations offer continuing assistance for minors (attorneys that file emancipation or protective orders, for example), most stakeholders are in young people’s lives for only a brief time. Professionals have to establish boundaries based on their limited time with the minor and the limits of their own professional skills. Yet, stakeholders powerfully shape a young person’s experience by how they treat their clients/patients. One participant urged that all attorneys should view judicial bypass petitioners as they would any other client. They should share information with petitioners and explain the process as it unfolds, informing their clients of the challenges ahead. Speakers noted that attorneys should work strategically with clients, thinking through the timing of a hearing, or a possible appeal, based on the stage of pregnancy and the availability of abortion services.

In sum, networks of stakeholders that ensure young people can seek a bypass can help make an unwieldy and potentially demeaning process more humane.

\textit{F. Data Collection and Research on the Bypass}

It is challenging to measure how many young people petition for a bypass and even more difficult to study who needs but does not receive a judicial bypass.\textsuperscript{47} Some states keep track of bypass

\textsuperscript{46} For an example of a state statute that requires minors to seek bypasses in their county of residence, see \textsc{Tex. Fam. Code} § 33.003 (2018).

\textsuperscript{47} For examples of academic studies on the potential effects of parental involvement laws, see Ted Joyce, \textit{Parental Consent for Abortion and the Judicial Bypass Option in Arkansas: Effects and Correlates}, \textsc{Persp. Sexual Reprod. Health} 168 (2010) (finding states that adopt a parental consent statute are unlikely
petitions filed and what the results of those petitions are. But speakers observed that statistics on minors’ abortion are missing in many states, leaving gaps in knowledge or leading to studies that lack specificity or precision. Offering experiential insights, participants on one panel reported that the number of minors seeking a bypass is low—one jurisdiction had a high mark of 20 per year in the state. On the national level, studies estimate that about 4% of minors require a bypass order and over two thirds of pregnant youth involve a parent in their decision. Other speakers reported higher percentages of minors seeking a bypass—20 to 30% of youth terminate pregnancies without parental involvement. Regardless of the number of bypasses sought, commentators agreed that youth of color and low-income young persons are disproportionate users of the bypass.

A session at the Convening addressed why information about the bypass may be difficult to gather. One speaker reminded the audience that some questions are not answerable; it would be useful to know, but hard to measure, how many young people learn what the bypass entails and opt out before any process begins. A speaker suggested that the confidentiality of the procedure can impede abortion research.

Speakers on one panel posited that a lack of information affects the whole of the reproductive justice movement. For one, it creates a dilemma in applying for funding; organizations are donor-reliant and most donors want evidence of the organization’s ability to experience a decrease in abortions among minors); compare Ralph et al., supra note 32, at 281–87 (“[Parental notification] requirement was associated with a decrease in the number of abortions among minors, delayed care for those from out-of-state, increased parental awareness of the pregnancy, and no change in parents’ support.”).


50. For academic researchers, institutional review boards (IRBs) generally require parental consent for studies that involve minors, which would contravene confidentiality protections. IRBs can make exceptions for studies of confidential reproductive care. See, e.g., IRB GUIDELINE I–PARENTAL CONSENT, PENN STATE https://www.research.psu.edu/irb/policies/guideline1 (last visited Nov. 15, 2018) (explaining that, while researchers typically must obtain consent from the parents for a minor to participate in research, one exception is when research “involves the provision of medical care or treatment” for a minor who is or has been pregnant).
Relatively, research in the area may not reveal dramatic conclusions. A participant recalled finishing a study, which demonstrated that women were coping reasonably well with certain abortion restrictions, and the lawyers who read the results of the research deemed it “too boring” for advocacy.

Moreover, laws and policies do not always have the effects that one might expect, and advocacy messages and research do not always line up. Speakers highlighted that researchers are in a different position than advocates. With scientific integrity as a guidepost, researchers try to find the best data through methodologies (questionnaire standardization, for example) marked by objectivity and neutrality. As one participant noted, there is a difference between someone telling their story and a qualitative study.

At the same time, participants noted how useful research has been for litigation strategies, particularly in the recent case *Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt*. Amicus briefs submitted to the Supreme Court of the United States detailed how far people would have to travel if a proposed Texas law took effect; those findings were key to demonstrating that the law was an unconstitutional undue burden on the right to abortion. Studies such as those cited in *Whole Woman’s Health* captured the experiences of clinicians and patients to assess what might happen if clinics closed. In the same vein, the researchers present at the Convening discussed current and future qualitative studies that could fill the gaps in what is known about the judicial bypass.

**G. Creating an Inclusive Movement**

Regardless of age, unintended pregnancy can present hard choices. Participants agreed that the reproductive justice

---

51. For commentary on non-profit organizations’ and social movements’ reliance on donor funding and thus accountability to donor agendas, see DOROTHY L. HODGSON, GENDER AND CULTURE AT THE LIMIT OF RIGHTS 118 (2011) (describing the influence of donors on the “women’s rights industry”).

52. *Whole Woman’s Health*, 136 S. Ct. at 2292.

53. *Id.* at 2314–18.


movement needs better messaging around parental involvement. Specifically, movement leaders should articulate and then advance policies that respect and support pregnant young people and young parents. At times, stakeholders commented on how the reproductive rights movement traditionally has ignored the parenthood practices of various communities, which reflect racial and ethnic identities and values.  

Panelists in one session emphasized that fostering change means starting with values, rather than advocating from reactive positions or perpetuating stereotypes of asexual young people or young people always in crisis. One speaker focused on the language commonly used to describe bypass petitioners—“young people” and “youth” strips away some of the connotations that words like “teen” or “kid” or even “minor” carry with them. But in talking about youth sexuality, a speaker lamented that advocating on behalf of young people’s rights to sexual expression, as well as rights to parent or not to parent, has been a continuing source of tension between major non-profit organizations and groups representing the interests of particular communities. When language and messaging captures where young people are in their lives and affirms their agency, the gap between what communities need and what the movement asks for can shrink.

In addition, when the bypass is framed as a consequence of abuse or victimhood, messaging around young people’s reproductive rights misses the multiple reasons why people seek abortion. As the previous section described, youth involve the people they trust in their procreative decisions and they best understand their own health needs. A speaker reminded participants that “young people make important decisions about their lives every day.”

Reflecting lived realities requires placing race, location, and gender identity at the center of the conversation about parental involvement. Specifically, participants emphasized the centrality of race in assessing policies’ and laws’ impact on youth. Bills seeking to prohibit trafficking or underage marriage were examples of legislation that can perpetuate—perhaps inadvertently—discrimination based on ethnic origin. Participants discussed extensively how legal or advocacy strategies that ignore individuals and communities of color directly and indirectly entrench this country’s deep-seated racism.

Speakers stressed that the privileges that wealth, whiteness, and location confer have to be acknowledged in discussions of how legal and clinical systems serve young people. Stakeholders offered their thoughts on the strategic ways people can deploy privilege for social justice ends. Stakeholders further argued for deeper collaborations with related social justice movements—immigration justice, for example—to defeat policies that undermine young people’s agency and exacerbate their marginality.

III. The Garza Case

Perhaps one population of minors bears special attention—minors in custody of the state. In many places, minors in foster care, in the juvenile justice system, or at immigration detention centers must go through the judicial bypass process because a parent or guardian is not available to give consent. The particular dilemmas of undocumented immigrant youth detained in federally-funded shelters received national attention in Garza v. Hargan, the subject of the Convening’s final plenary session.

The minors in Garza faced significant hurdles to abortion care—a myriad of state restrictions layered on top of obstruction by federal officials; the inability to contact parents; and intersecting forms of marginalization, such as speaking another language. The Garza case also is worth highlighting because it shows that change is possible—Garza is a story of success. However, court victories, though important, are just one step toward realizing on-the-ground change.

The speakers described the troubled treatment of undocumented pregnant young persons by shelters funded by the U.S. Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR). For instance, the federal government funds religiously-affiliated shelters, and authorizes shelters with religious objections to abortion to remove minors seeking to terminate pregnancies from their programs.


59. This funding is the subject of a lawsuit brought by the American Civil Liberties Union. See ACLU of N. California v. Azar, No. 16-CV-03539-LB, 2018 WL
Panelists believed that current ORR standards and policies have been developed with the input of anti-abortion groups. In early 2017, the ORR began interfering directly with access to abortion for pregnant young persons in federal custody. The ORR implemented a policy of attempting to influence pregnant minors to carry their pregnancies to term, and, if that failed, prohibited departure from a shelter for abortion-related appointments without the ORR Director’s approval. This policy, as one speaker noted, contravenes the Flores settlement agreement, a nationwide consent decree guaranteeing minors in ORR custody the right to access emergency and routine medical treatment as well as family planning services.

Ultimately, the ORR was held accountable. In September 2017, a detained minor petitioned for and was granted a judicial bypass in Texas. However, the ORR refused to approve the minor’s departure from the shelter's custody. Following a series of decisions, the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, sitting en banc, required the ORR to allow the minors in Garza to leave shelters for their abortion-related appointments.

As the speakers noted, however, practical problems of delivering the care minors need while in state facilities remain. Shelters and federal officials, for example, do not have an obligation to offer logistical or legal assistance to undocumented minors seeking abortions while in federal custody. The petitioners in Garza are emblematic of the many women of varying ages who do not have ready access to abortion care. One speaker concluded, “If you are outraged about Jane Doe in ORR custody, you should be outraged by all the women who cannot access abortion across the country.”

Conclusion

Although confronting the challenges parental involvement laws pose is daunting, a number of participants described reasons

62. See Flores v. Lynch, 828 F.3d 898, 901 (9th Cir. 2016).
64. Id.
65. Garza, 874 F.3d 735.
for optimism—for example, the introduction of legislation that protects young people’s reproductive health and ensures access to mental health services, sex education, and contraceptives. To that end, participants concluded the Convening by reflecting on what next steps they might take. Common responses included meeting with stakeholders in their regions and potentially holding a local convening; setting up a judicial bypass project in their state; reaching out to people of faith or talking about the bypass as a person of faith; researching state laws, and how those laws are implemented; understanding how the judicial bypass actually operates and its impact across communities; and investing in policy advocacy to repeal or revise parental involvement laws. Though it is clear that the fight for a better bypass process is far from over, the Convening was a productive starting point and provided the attendees with a new sense of empathy and context. Young people have voices that deserve to be heard. Convening participants asked each other, and a broader audience, to keep listening.